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S (r) be the set of 
we mkr the CJ’-classes 



IFor each ht E N’,‘!Pm stands for the partial recursive function of n-variables, and c)e, 
stands for the tot::at recursive function of IC variables. 

. use (a.e.) to denote ““almost evevhere”, which for o 
Ufor aPI but :!Enitely many inputs”. Simila 

Sup~~ose (#pO, qpl, . ..} is le G6del numbe 
conig7texitpf measure [I) * 

2. Aixy [Q+(X) = -~j] is a recursive predicate. 

we think of our GotIe? numbering in the usual one-tape Turing machine formalism, 
“the number of steps in the computation qf the ith Turing machine 
3 is a complexity measure. 

bi? some fnsed but arbitrary complexity measure. Then we define 
for any’total function t 

and 
F(t) = (i E NI q>, E 99, and @( < t (a.e.)), 

Y (t) = (cprl i E F(t)}* 

at is, F(t) is the set Gf (indices of) total machines which run in time t, and F(t) 
s the set of total functions computablq> within time t. T (t) is called a com&$ty 

eqpence of partial functions !P :=‘r. (v’o, vi, . ..I 5 said tp be an r.e. sequence .P 

rtid functions if Ah [y+(X)] E !?$. 
e following theorem of Blum [4] sh(ows t at we can effectively uniformly enlarge 

cumplexity classes 9 (t) if t is a sufficiently well-b aved function. 

eorem). T~~F-A LT g E 9Zz 8ucIa that 
&)). g is called a f*omy.wessioiz function 

operator is a map which takes functions to functions; we write 
mean t.he *iralue of the operator c applied to the function f, evaluated at 

G PI --) PI is called an ef_fective tperator if t ere is an SE Qp 

for every f fs 9i$, 



satisfies the theorem. 

ur result follows from a single application 
ions (PJkEN simultaneously. 
that ifpk is total for every k, 

a special function w 

1 carefully with the incompata- 

ssume without Iloss of generality that 0 is t -greatest element, i.e., 

Let a0 = (iO, k,), of. = (iIs k,), . . . . a, = (in, k,), . . . be a recursive listing of all 
incomparable pairs in R such that if x and y are incomparable, then (x, y) an 

ely often in the list. As a technical convenience we define max 
the s: function of the s-m-n the:orem defined by the equation 

e)e(‘:x, UN = %*e,x,W* 
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PkW = 

‘JDifxekor3ncksuchthat (1) 

max c&(4 + PO+) cx)3 + (zb (i) &ac 
IRk 

(2) (ifj 

where n = pm < x 0 and (k = k*) and (# = k,)) or 

[(nz > 0) mtl (k = km) and [vi (0 < i < m)) (32, < x) such 

<that (zO = ka) and (q+a = q+ @&J) mi (2, = x)]]], if such 
an n exists and (1) is uot true, and 

max [P&C) -t- E (JQ) (x)] + 1 otherwise. (3) 
JGX 
IRk 

first establish that at most finitely many of the functions {pk}kEN can be non; 
to Suppose ,p&) diverges. Since p. is defined by (3) at all arguments, p&c) must 
diverge, and so by (1) JP&) = 0 for all j > x.. 

mw pmve that pk is totai for all k. 
ay that er, is swvic~d at x if p&) is defined by (2), and if n is the least m < x 

satisfying the body of (2) in the definition of&,,(x). We allow t:he possibility that pR,((x) 

_may diverge. If a;, is serviced at x, (2) guarantees that x = z, = ko+‘~‘QPk (z;), 

and so a, is serviced at no other argument. Moreover, if a,, is serviced at i’ndp: (2:) 
diverges, then for n’ >b n, a,,, will never be serviced, since Q is zeyviced at y only 
when y bounds the computa4ion of 

Let k be an R+minimal element in e set {k’l pk; non-total}, nen if p&:) 
diverges, it must do so because of (2) (ii). That is, a,, is serviced at x for some M, 
a fa must be non-total. 

suppose pr,(y) diverges by an instance of (2) (ii) for some y. This means that 
& = k, for somej and a4 is serviced at y. Ifj < n, then JJ must equal zj, but since a,, 

at x, $,,(z,J < x and hence p&) must converge. Ifj > n, then since a, 
at x and pk(x) is assumed to di e, czJ is never serviced. reover j 

n, for then i,, would equal kR. 
of (2) (i) or (3), and so some function pit such 

e 

aen pi must be non-tota 
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or arguments z ;a mo, P&T) is de or (3). Since the sequ 
i8 strictly increasing, there is an j,:, such r i > joP q 2 mo. At 

tS q for i > to, i = n4, pk(zf) will be d&ned by clause (2) and p&) > 
symmetric argument shows that pi > F(pJ .o.), and the theorem is proved. 

be Q fixed but arbitrur~ complexity measure. Let F be any totrJ a 
-<fectiw operator, and let be uny countable partial order on A? Thk there eAWs 

Mostowski ![11] has shown that 
which any count parSa order may 
shown that R* is recursive. 

We assume Gthout loss of generality 

< !Dr(J, (Lo.). 

there is a countable partial orde 
oreover, Sacks 

at E is at least as large as the identity 
that the compression furxti is strictly increasing in its 

second argument. Mum [4] has shown t.hat there is an 1x2 such that for all i it 
is the case that Q&) < (x, @&)) (a.&..). t h is strictly increasing 
in its second argument. o prove the co theorem to R*, rewrite 
clause (2) as 

and we rewrite &use (3) as 

It is easy to see tbt the theorem goes through as 
restrictions on 9 and h arantee at the functions 

cCrei [S] is t ve a 

d the mchnotonicity 
satisfy the corollary. 

r sub- 



fox various nc&ns oiF subrect&ve classes. Meyer and Ritctie de&e wha% t 
elementary honest classics, and they show the &atence of dzase chains a~li,d 
anti-chains for such cksses. LMoreover, they are able to exhibit cert 
such that dense chains of classes will exist between fand the iterate offi 

asu builds dense chains of subrecursive classes, whe these classes are clos 
under the ,appkation of a fixed recursive operator. 

achtey [8] has announced universal embedding theorems for both the “faonest” 
ptimitive rec&ke degrees and the ‘dishonest” primitive recursive degrees. Both 
oQ these theorems follow immediately from our results, 

also note that Alton [I,21 has independently established our embedding 
tF3eorcm. 

leave open the question of tire: size of the functions in our embed,ding theorem; 
is, given IJY, what is a reasonable upper bound on the size of p. in terms of F 

(recall that p. bounds all the f&xtions (JJ~}~~ on all arguments). 

e author wishes to acknowledge the gentxous assistance off Professor Albert 
eyer in the conception and preparation of this paper, 
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